
What Will the Post-Pandemic 
World Economies Look Like?

As we go through the most unsettling times in history, this 
is a watershed moment for our interconnected global 
systems. The international landscape will be re�gured with 
global cooperation on one hand and an inward-looking 
approach on the other. We are moving towards a future 
which will witness trade and technology wars between big 
powers, utra-nationalist policies on the rise and the world 
inclining towards “acting unilaterally”. What will the post-world 
era mean to the global world?

Coronavirus Cases

Highlights

Government has created an online data 
pool, ‘https://covidwarriors.gov.in’, to 
help authorities in every state prepare 
for the crisis by understanding the 
available manpower. The dashboard 
master database will have details of 
doctors including AYUSH doctors, 
nurses and other health care 
professionals and others for use by the 
ground level administration at state, 
district or municipal levels.

Trade protectionism at a time when the 
world is grappling to �ght a pandemic 
could bring consequences that many 
economies are not prepared to face. 
Are developing economies on the verge 
of witnessing a greater shortage of 
coronavirus-related medical products? 

Health insurance might be costlier, 
starting October. According to the 
online insurance marketplace, 
Policybazaar.com, health insurance 
premiums are set to increase by 5-25% 
with an inclusion of modern treatment 
methods like balloon sinuplasty, deep 
brain stimulation, among others. 
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How Data Could Help Us Fight Covid-19 Better?
Mark Zuckerberg throws light on the use of better data to 
help governments determine where to send resources 
such as ventilators and personal protective equipment. The 
data could help in mapping out safe areas. The idea is to 
collate massive data to help health authorities get the 
information they need and start planning for the recovery.

Policy Matters

India: 18,658

Global: 2,500,434
*Figures as on 21 April, 2020

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/articleshow/75255522.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/trade-barriers-raise-coronavirus-risks-11587403625035.html
https://www.livemint.com/money/personal-finance/health-insurance-to-get-better-but-more-costly-11587397517902.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/04/20/how-data-can-aid-fight-against-covid-19/
https://www.dawn.com/news/1550700/post-crisis-global-realities


Digital Conversations-
Social Media

At @WHO, we are an open book. Tech-
nical experts from around the are 
always embedded in our operations, 
working hand-in-hand with our own 
employees to scrutinize global data & 
make scienti�c deductions. This is how 
we always operate, incl from Day 1 of 
the #COVID19 outbreak.

Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus 
@DrTedros 

The unprecedented crash in global 
#oilprices dramatically re�ects the -ve 
impact of the #CoronavirusPandemic 
on the global #economy. India will be 
bene�ted as this hugely dilutes any 
concerns on BOP front. We can also try 
& lock onto these low prices for long 
term advantage.

Rajiv Kumar
@RajivKumar1

Highlights

Will India be the next manufacturing 
hub for the world? According to media 
reports, close to 1,000 foreign �rms are 
planning to shift their manufacturing 
plants from China to India, and they are 
in talks with of�cials at various levels in 
India. 
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The Post-Corona World Recovery Will Need Strategic 
Cooperation
As Yuval Noah Harari rightly put it, “The decisions people 
and governments take in the next few weeks will probably 
shape the world for years to come. They will shape not just 
our healthcare systems but also our economy, politics and 
culture.” The post-corona world might need international 
strategic cooperation to heal from the losses of all kinds. 
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Technology

Indian Scientists Introduce the First Detailed Model to 
Predict Covid-19 Outcomes
Scientists from Chennai, Pune, Bengaluru, Delhi and Goa, 
have built a model named INDSCI-SIM that compares the 
effects of various interventions like lockdowns, expanded 
testing, quarantines and all the details that are relevant to 
understand the trajectory of the pandemic and alter it. 
Hospital bed numbers and critical care requirements are 
also an important feature of the model. 

IIT Kanpur & SGPGIMS have a solution for the global 
scarcity of N-95
In a move that could address the problem of acute global 
scarcity of N-95 respirator masks, which are a critical 
component of Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) kits, 
the Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur (IIT-K) and Sanjay 
Gandhi Post Graduate Institute of Medical Sciences 
(SGPGIMS), in a joint project, have developed a working 
prototype of a Positive Pressure Respirator System (PPRS) 
which is a much safer alternative to the N-95 respirator. 

Global Front 

United, We Save and Will Be Saved! 
Supply chain disruptions, restrictive regulatory hurdles, 
lack of healthcare infrastructure, faced with the global 
pandemic, the world has battles to �ght on many fronts. 
We cannot �atten the curve in the absence of global coordination. From India’s dependence of Indian drug 
makers on Chinese APIs to the shortage of essential medicines around the world, we need to address the 
vulnerabilities of the system with the right appropriate industrial policy tools that speak of a global framework.

https://trak.in/tags/business/2020/04/20/exitchina-1000-foreign-firms-will-soon-ditch-china-choose-india-for-manufacturing-of-mobiles-medical-devices-more/
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indian-scientists-build-model-to-estimate-impact-of-interventions-on-covid-19/article31390905.ece
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/coronavirus-iit-develops-alternative-to-n-95-masks-11587450524116.html
https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/fight-against-covid-19-pandemic-coronavirus-vaccine-cases-deaths-syed-ata-hasnain-6371460/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/toi-edit-page/united-we-will-be-saved-global-leadership-is-needed-to-push-pharma-solutions-and-distribute-them-at-affordable-prices/
https://spag.asia/india/
https://twitter.com/SPAGAsia
https://www.linkedin.com/company/spag/

